
The Search for the 
Smallest Thing

AN INTRODUCTION TO PARTICLE PHYSICS



Today’s Topic:
Wave-Particle Duality!

Because sometimes you feel like a 
wave, and sometimes you don’t.
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PREVIOUSLY – ON THE SEARCH FOR THE SMALLEST THING:
By the mid 1800’s
• The atomic theory had been widely accepted

• The relative weights of many atoms had been determined

• Hydrogen was known as the lightest atom, and assigned to be ‘1’

• The periodic table had been developed

• The size of atoms had begun to be measured

• Electric force was measurable and batteries had been invented

• A theory of electricity and magnetism was developing  





But, there were some lingering questions:

• Why are there so many “smallest things” (atoms)?  
Everyone expected just a few.

• How do atoms attach themselves to each other?

• Why do different atoms attach themselves to different 
numbers of atoms?

• Just how big is each atom, really, in size and mass?

• And what about this “electron” that just got 
discovered?



J.J. Thomson came up with 
the idea that atoms had an 
interior structure.  This was 
called the “Plum Pudding” 
model of the atom.  He 
published it in 1904. 

The idea was that a large 
positive charge had 
electrons stuck to it, and the 
result was an atom with no 
net charge.This model ended up not 

working very well, but it was 
a good first shot!
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So Now, Welcome… to a mystery!

We are going to accumulate clues as we try and 
solve this mystery.  We will have to put together lots 
of information and many discoveries to solve the 
mystery of…

What are atoms made of?



Our first clue…

It’s been known since Isaac Newton discovered it 
in the early 1700’s that white light going through a 
triangular piece of glass will become… a rainbow!
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Meet Gustav Kirchhoff 
and Robert Bunsen!

Maybe in Chemistry class you used a 
Bunsen Burner!  Yup, that’s the guy 
who invented it.  He was tall!

These two guys discovered the 
elements Cesium and Rubidium.

It was said that Bunsen was “fully six feet tall” 
and “built like Hercules”.  He seemed to be 
impervious to pain – he could hold onto hot 
glowing porcelain as he performed 
experiments.  But he was known and 
admired as a fine gentleman.



It was known that different materials burned with 
different colors, but no one knew why.

Kirchhoff and Bunsen heated up gases till they glowed, 
and they put a prism so that the glowing light would go 
through the prism.  What did they find?

Lithium Boron Copper Calcium



Image Credit: Jan Homann

Kirchhoff and Bunsen discovered that gases only 
glow in very specific colors!  These are called 
spectral lines!  The spectrum above is for 
hydrogen.  Below is the spectrum of calcium.

Sansonetti and Martin, Handbook of Basic Atomic Spectroscopic Data

But why?  It’s a mystery for us to solve!



But wait, a catastrophe has occurred!
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In Physics, a Black Body is an 
object that reflects no light, but 
generates its own light due to 
the heat within it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WP2XwBhmAk

The human body glows 
like a 300 Watt light bulb 
due to Black Body 
radiation.  We can’t see 
it, because the light is 
infrared light.



A black body will glow in all “colors”, 
but the brightest color is determined 
by its temperature.

Sir James Jeans
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John William Strutt, 3rd Baron Rayleigh

Known as Lord Rayleigh

Two Physicists, Lord Rayleigh and Sir James 
Jeans, set out to develop a formula to 
calculate the wavelength of the brightest 
color a black body would produce for a 
given temperature.  Their equation 
became know as the Rayleigh-Jeans 
Equation (wonder where they got that 
name from?)



And here it is!  For a given temperature (T) 
and wavelength (i.e. color), this equation 
will tell you how bright a black body is in 
that particular color.

The graph lets you see how 
bright a black body is for 
any particular color.
The graph goes from blue on 
the left to red on the right. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQmdTImhKN8



Now, all we have to do is test this equation 
in the laboratory.  Does this equation work 
for a real black body?

Physics Stack Exchange https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQmdTImhKN8

As you can see, they are a perfect match!  Right?  Right?  



AAAACK!  In the blue colors, 
these graphs aren’t the same 
at all!  This means that 
classical electro-magnetic 
theory is wrong! 

It’s a catastrophe!  

In fact, in Physics this is called 
the “Ultraviolet Catastrophe”



Meet Max Planck!
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23 April 1858 – 4 October 1947

Max came from a well-educated family.  
His father, grandfather, and great-
grandfather were all professors (of 
theology and law).

Max was an accomplished musician. He 
played the piano, organ, and cello, and 
he composed operas.

But as a teenager he became fascinated 
by physics.



Max Planck in 1878 
(20 years old)

The Munich physics professor Philipp von 
Jolly advised Planck against going into physics, 
saying, "In this field, almost everything is already 
discovered, and all that remains is to fill a few holes.

Nonetheless, Planck persevered and set 
himself to solving the problem of the 
Ultraviolet Catastrophe!

He decided to come up with a new 
equation to match the actual data.  It 
took him from 1894 to 1900 to do it!
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And this is the equation Planck came up with!  
Anyone with an advanced degree in math or 
physics should have no trouble with it:

But for us, there is something special here.  It is the 
letter ‘h’.  It stands for a constant that Planck 
needed to make the formula work.  Today we call 
it “Planck’s Constant”. 
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Planck said that to make his 
equation work, light had to be 
limited to certain specific 
energies.  In other words, light 
was restricted to specific 
quantities of energy.  

The formula for the energy of light is: E = hf, 

where f is the frequency of light and E is its energy. 

The value of h is  6.626 069 83 x 10-34 J Hz-1

Or    0.000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 662 606 983

Yes, it is an extremely small number.



In other words, light cannot have an energy of 
E = ½ hf,  or E = 1.4 hf, or any other fraction or 
number with a decimal point.  The energy of 
light is limited to certain specific quantities.  

This idea that things are limited to certain 
specific quantities, and the theory which 
supports it, is called…  Quantum Physics.  And 
Max Planck started it.

Most physicists thought he was nuts.



We need to take a side trip here…

Is light a wave or a particle?

The definitive test is to shoot it through a small hole. If it 
doesn’t change, it is a particle. If it spreads out, it is a wave.

The mouse is made
of particles
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A wave expands as it goes
through a small hole
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Here’s a picture of a laser beam after it 
has been shot through a small hole. 
Does it look like a beam now, or has it 
spread out? Is light a wave or a particle?

Thomas Young did this experiment in 
1801.  He gets credit for proving light
is a wave.

BBVA Openmind
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What are these, 
and what do they
have to do with
the search for
the smallest
thing?

We have to go back to 1887
to meet the physicist who
began to figure this out.
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If you said they were Solar Cells,
you’d be right!

Some solar cells use light to make
electricity.

This technology was discovered by
Heinrich Hertz (a rather tragic figure,
who nonetheless made huge
discoveries about radio waves). 
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Heinrich Hertz

February 22, 1857 -
January 1, 1894



This is an actual picture of Hertz’s experimental apparatus.
He was trying to make sparks jump the gap between two
metal balls. He found that if he shined some blue light on
his apparatus, it made it easier for sparks to jump across the gap!

This became known as the Photoelectric Effect.



If you own an automatic garage door opener, you use the 
photoelectric effect. One of those little black boxes shines an 
infrared light over to the other one, which makes electricity and 
lets the opener know that there’s nothing in the way of the beam.



Anyway, the great mystery was that blue light made it 
easier to make sparks, but red light didn’t.  If you slowly 
changed the light from red to blue, there would be a 
specific color where sparks would start to jump.

Right about this time electrons were discovered, and they 
were thought to be attached to atoms.  So maybe light 
was knocking electrons out of the atoms?

But why blue light and not red?

Oh, wait.  What did Planck say?  Remember?



Planck said “E = hf”.

That means that higher 
frequency light has more 
energy.  

That means blue light is 
like a bowling ball hitting 
hard, and red light is like a 
bowling ball hitting soft.



Enter Albert Einstein!

He said that light, when it collides with 
something, acts like a “quanta of light” – like a 
particle.  And since we know light is a wave, that 
means that light sometimes acts like a wave and 
sometimes like a particle.

In Physics, this became 
the principle of …

WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY



Albert won the Nobel Prize for his 
paper on the Photoelectric Effect.  
He wrote the paper in 1905, when 
he was 26 years old.

Wave-Particle Duality 
became a foundational 
idea of Quantum Physics.

In the 1920’s the term “photon” 
was coined to describe light 
when it acts like a particle.
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My Email 
address is:

medodge@
comcast.net

Next Week –What happens 
when atoms blow up?


